How to put up nursing table ROBUST
Supplement (2 screws) when
mounting on beam walls: see
below
Solid walls:
Drill diameter for
plug, 8 mm (2 pcs)

Solid walls:
Drill diameter for
plug, 5 mm (2 pcs)

159 cm to the floor
gives a working
height of approx.
90 cm

The lower parts of the
beams are supposed to
touch the wall. If the
wall is uneven, this
should be compensated

Working height:
Recommended
working height for
women is approx.
90 cm and form
men approx. 95
cm. For individual
adjustment, use
elbow height minus
10 cm.

The rear part of the
cushion is to be
forced under the taps

Mounting on solid walls: See above
Mounting on walls with drywall or similar: (Follow 1 and 2 below)
1. For the pre-drilled holes, use drywall anchor or similar. Expanding metal hollow wall anchor is
recommended. Use 6 mm screws. (Those screws are not included)
2. Locate the beams behind the nursing table by knocking hard on the wall. Drill two more holes in the
nursing table in front of the beams (see figure above). Then use the enclosed screws.
Control of the function of the nursing table:
When the nursing table is pushed up it should automatically lock.
Control of the wall mounting:
Load the nursing table with about 40 - 45 kg.
Use and supervision:
The nursing table is not to be used if any part is broken or if any part has been dismounted.
Spare parts can be bought from Skötbordspecialisten AB, Sweden, or other retailer of Robust.
How to take care of Robust:
The table is to be dusted or cleaned with a sligthtly damp cloth. If there are stains, use some type of
mild cleaner or washing-up detergent. Do not use strong cleaners. The mattress cover can be machine
washed.
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